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As a small family business, it is really appreciated!
 

This lea�et will help troubleshoot any issues you may have, but be 
assured we’re always here to help! Give us a call or message and we’ll 

happily chat all things Lanoguard with you at any time.
 

We hope you like our products! Let us know how you get on.

Thank you for your custom.



Before applying Lanoguard, please read the Trigger Sprayer Troubleshooting and 
check the Sprayer is working prior to application.

Remove any �aking, unsound surfaces (�aking rust or paint etc.). Surface rust is 
absolutely �ne and doesn’t need to be removed.

Clean the vehicle and leave to dry. A good close-up jet wash is best, but 
wiping/using a hose is also �ne!

Apply Lanoguard Grease to any areas very vulnerable to high corrosion or seizing 
up. We recommend heating the grease in hot water and “brushing” it on with a 
paint brush.

Shake the Lanoguard Spray well before use. Apply to the whole of the underbody. 
The only areas to avoid are brake discs, brake pads and fan belts. Everything else, 
spray away! In cold weather, it is often a good idea to keep the spray bottle in a 
bucket of warm water to ensure the spray �ows freely.

HOW TO APPLY

Instructions

It’s best to leave the vehicle for 24-48 hours before driving where possible. Lanoguard takes 
up to a week to cure to a touch-dry state, and leaves a translucent, satin matte �nish with a 
candle-like texture.

Visit lanoguard.co.uk/how-to-apply for more info
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Join 5000+ Lanoguard customers!
Ask questions of other users, share your 
Lanoguard stories, experiences and uses…

Join our growing Facebook community today!
Search ‘Lanoguard Users Group’ on Facebook.



TRIGGER SPRAYER TROUBLESHOOTING
Here’s some important info and tips to help you when using our trigger sprayers. A small number 
of customers have had issues with the sprayers, and we recognise the importance of the sprayer 
within the application process. We have tight controls on the manufacturing process to ensure 
best performance, however if you do have any issues we’ve produced this guide to assist you.

Lanoguard            Visit our YouTube channel for detailed tutorials!

Using the trigger sprayer
When spraying, adjust the end nozzle to several di�erent settings to �t your spray type. A jet, a mist or 
in between. Sometimes before spraying the nozzle is set to a closed position… so be sure to check this 
before use!

To prime the trigger sprayer, hold the trigger above the bottle height to prevent hydro locking.

It can often be best, especially in cold weather, to keep any spray bottles in warm water whilst you 
spray - as this allows the liquid to �ow more freely.

Caring for your sprayer

Troubleshooting

After use, to prolong the life of your sprayer and keep it handy for future applications, you can follow these 
steps to clean it ready for storage:

Flush out the sprayer with warm water and a washing-up liquid - then �ush through with clean water. 
Shake it dry and hang it up.

If struggling to clean, it may be blocked. Try spraying a strong citrus or meths cleaner through it to clear 
any blockages - or leave the sprayer in warm water for a few minutes to thin down any Lanoguard stuck 
inside.

Is the sprayer not working for you? Follow these steps:

Ensure the hose tube is properly inserted into the trigger head.

Remove the small sieve �lter from the end of the extension hose if you wish.

If the sprayer stops working, try immersing it in hand-hot water for a few minutes and spraying this hand 
hot water through the tubes to remove any blockages. You can also poke a pin into the spray nozzle to 
remove possible blockages.

If no luck, please accept our apologies and be sure to get in touch. We’ll send you out a replacement free 
of charge. You can use other household sprayers in the meantime, but bear in mind they may use more 
liquid than necessary.  Thank you for understanding.
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COMMON FAQs

What prep is needed?
Prep is minimal. Scrape o� any loose/�aking rust and paint, clean the vehicle and leave to dry… Then 
spray away! No masking up is needed. Just avoid the brakes. Of course, if you’d like to do more prep 
and remove surface rust, this is completely up to preference

Can Lanoguard be applied over surface rust? 

How long does Lanoguard last?

Absolutely! Lanoguard will displace oxygen and moisture, providing a hermetic seal on the surface which 
stops the rust in its tracks and stops new rust forming.

Due to lanolin’s natural a�nity to metals, it will also slowly seep under the rust and push o� oxidation. It 
won’t completely remove rust, but it will nourish and improve the surface over the long term.

Lanoguard has been designed for yearly/seasonal applications. It should be topped up at least once a year to 
ensure continuous protection. 

The product is broken down by UV, so the more it is exposed to sunlight the shorter it’s life span. Under a car 
body it will last much longer than on an exposed outboard boat engine for example. Given these factors we 
state it lasts 9-18 months however in almost all use cases it lasts a year. Lanoguard has a long shelf life of up 
to 24 months if stored out of UV light.

What is the grease for? 
The grease is a super-concentrate. It is ideal for very vulnerable and rust prone areas, nuts, bolts, leaf springs 
and any big patches of existing rust. It’s best to apply the Grease prior to using the Lanoguard Spray.

How do I clean o� Lanoguard?
Lanoguard can be removed using Lanoguard Remover (available now from our website), with steam cleaning, 
or with a strong citrus/methylated spirits cleaner. Overspray can be removed the same way—or, if done 
immediately after application, can be bu�ed o� with hot water and dish soap. For more details on removal, see 
our full FAQs page below.

Can’t �nd an answer to your question? 
Check our FAQ page below, or get in touch. 
We’re always happy to help.

0330 100 1959  
info@lanoguard.co.uk

Visit lanoguard.co.uk/FAQ for more FAQs

Check out our website for details
of all Lanoguard products.




